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The rest of this invaluable intelligence 
sits on the shelf—not working 
for the organization.

2%
The average organization analyzes 
just 2% of all customer interactions— 
mostly for random quality assurance 
checks and reactive investigations.

98%

How the Modern Contact Center is Solving

BIG BUSINESS CHALLENGES

72% of businesses say that 
IMPROVING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
is their top priority.1

35 with little to no integration3

90% of guests
EXPECT PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES 
based on choices they’ve indicated prior to arrival.2

THE KEYS TO PERSONALIZATION 
ARE HIDDEN IN THE CONTACT CENTER

IN HOSPITALITY, 
PERSONALIZATION IS THE NAME OF THE GAME

FIRST, 
YOU NEED TO INTEGRATE YOUR DATA STREAMS

NEW TOOLS MAKE ANALYTICS 
SIMPLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE

THIS ISN’T JUST TRANSFORMING THE CONTACT CENTER —
ANALYTICS INSIGHTS SOLVE CHALLENGES 

ACROSS THE BUSINESS

TURN YOUR CONTACT CENTER INTO A 
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE HUB

BUT,  
HOW DO YOU MAKE SENSE OF ALL THAT DATA?

DIFFERENT DATA STREAMS

REVENUE
GROWTH.5

The typical organization has

6-10%

16% of hospitality businesses
ARE USING DATA ANALYTICS.4

ONLY

Companies implementing
PERSONALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES
like contact center analytics see

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
PREDICT CUSTOMER PREFERENCES—SIMPLIFY BOOKING
Leverage analytics to predict customer booking details, auto-fill fields and 
fast-track the booking process.REDUCE CUSTOMER 

FRICTION
The #1 most important factor in customer loyalty is reduction 
of customer e�ort. 

— Harvard Business Review

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
RECOGNIZE CUSTOMERS ANYWHERE IN THE JOURNEY
Automatically provide representatives with a comprehensive view of the 
customer—whether they’re booking online or via mobile, calling about an 
in-stay issue or visiting the front desk to make a request.

DELIVER TRUE 
OMNICHANNEL SERVICE

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
TARGET YOUR COMPETITORS’ WEAKNESSES—PLAY TO YOUR STRENGTHS
Mine customer interaction data to understand how customers view your brand 
strengths and weaknesses—and how you measure up to the competition.STAND OUT IN AN 

OVERCROWDED MARKET
62% of companies view customer experience delivered by 
the contact centers as a COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATOR.8 

75% of consumers expect a consistent 
experience wherever they engage (e.g., 
website, social media, mobile, in person).6  

89% of customers get frustrated 
because they need to repeat their 

issues to multiple representatives.7  

Responding to a social media complaint 
increases customer advocacy by 25%.10   

A speedy social media response 
(6 minutes or less) makes 

travelers willing to pay up to $20 more.11  

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
TRACK MARKETING RESULTS IN REAL TIME
Use the voice of the customer to analyze and refine marketing campaigns in real time.

IMPROVE MARKETING ROI
64% of marketers cite LACK OF RESOURCES as their top 
barrier to better omnichannel marketing.9 

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
TUNE INTO THE CONVERSATION
Automatically monitor online reviews and social media platforms in near real time to 
respond quickly and e�ectively. IMPROVE ONLINE RATINGS 

AND REVIEWS

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:
MONITOR ADHERENCE AND RAPIDLY RESPOND TO SECURITY INCIDENTS
Monitor agent language to increase adherence and improve compliance. Rapidly 
review multi-channel interactions as part of forensic investigation into suspected or 
confirmed fraud or data breach..

Learn more about how leading contact center analytics solutions can turn your contact center 
into a central source of powerful voice-of-customer insights on calabrio.com. 

ENSURE COMPLIANCE 
AND MITIGATE RISK

1 in 6 data breaches targeted the hospitality industry in 2017.12 

1. Forrester
2. Amadeus/Hotels 2020: Beyond Segmentation 2014
3. Forbes Insights and Sitecore
4. The Hospitality Technology 2018 Lodging Technology Study
5. https://julysystems.com/bespoke-or-be-dead-personalization-is-the-new-norm-in-the-hospitality-industry/
6. Salesforce

7. Accenture
8. Deloitte
9. The CMO Club
10. Convince and Convert
11. Twitter
12. 2017 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report

ACROSS EVERY INDUSTRY, THE CUSTOMER IS KING

INTRODUCTION
DELIVERING NEXT-GENERATION HOSPITALITY EXPERIENCES

When it comes to earning and keeping customer loyalty, no industry is as competitive and unforgiving as hospitality. Today’s 

guests have an enormous range of options literally at their fingertips—through sophisticated online platforms, review and ratings 

sites and, increasingly, mobile applications. They’re highly informed and readily cast aside loyalties in pursuit of a perceived 

“better deal.” The rise of online travel aggregators (OTAs) and the sharing economy (Airbnb and the like) only add complexity to 

this challenge. Hospitality businesses need to truly wow a guest in order to make a lasting impact and gain a loyalty foothold to 

overcome the price-driven, deal-hunting mentality.

1. Forrester
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ACROSS EVERY INDUSTRY, THE CUSTOMER IS KING

A NEW GAME
RISING EXPECTATIONS OF EMPOWERED CONSUMERS

Across all segments, consumer expectations are higher than ever. Accelerating digital connectivity breeds the expectations for 

anytime-anywhere convenience and seamless, omnichannel experiences. Today’s hospitality customers expect the same seam-

less convenience they get from leading retailers who have integrated online, mobile and in-person experiences. They’re accus-

tomed to on-demand services, thanks to the anytime-anywhere capabilities of their mobile devices. They increasingly seek out 

authenticity in their experiences, looking for unique, local, customized offerings. All of these ladder up to an overarching theme: 

personalization. Nine in ten guests expect clearly personalized experiences from hospitality businesses. 

2. Amadeus/Hotels 2020: Beyond Segmentation 2014
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A NEW FOCUS
PERSONALIZATION MOVES THE CONTACT CENTER INTO THE SPOTLIGHT

Delivering next-generation personalized experiences starts with truly knowing your guests—their unique needs, preferences 

and behaviors. Smart contact center leaders recognize that this dynamic insight already exists: it’s pouring into the modern 

multi-channel contact center every day. It’s woven throughout guest interactions as they plan, book and enjoy (or don’t enjoy) 

their stay or experience—in voice calls, on web and mobile platforms, on social media and more. But the average contact center 

only examines two percent of all customer interactions—and only one in six hospitality businesses is currently using predictive 

analytics. That’s because until now, most analytics tools were simply cumbersome and costly to adopt.

The rest of this invaluable intelligence 
sits on the shelf—not working 
for the organization.

2%
The average organization analyzes 
just 2% of all customer interactions— 
mostly for random quality assurance 
checks and reactive investigations.

98%
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1. Forrester
2. Amadeus/Hotels 2020: Beyond Segmentation 2014
3. Forbes Insights and Sitecore
4. The Hospitality Technology 2018 Lodging Technology Study
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12. 2017 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report

ACROSS EVERY INDUSTRY, THE CUSTOMER IS KING

AN EMERGING SOLUTION
INTUITIVE ANALYTICS MAKE IT EASY TO UNLOCK GUEST INSIGHTS

New analytics solutions now make it easy and cost-effective to monitor and examine 100 percent of contact center 

interactions—without the need for dedicated data analysts. These leading contact center analytics solutions seamlessly 

integrate all guest data streams to build a single, unified picture of each guest. Moreover, these new tools are built to deliver 

the user-friendly functionality and intuitive outputs that make contact center insights accessible to anyone in the organization—

enabling new kinds of personalization from booking platforms and mobile applications to the front desk and concierge.

3. https://julysystems.com/bespoke-or-be-dead-personalization-is-the-new-norm-in-the-hospitality-industry/ 

3
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GET BUY-IN
MAKING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR 
CONTACT CENTER ANALYSIS

As more and more contact center leaders see their 

opportunity to leverage advanced analytics tools to 

drive personalization across the entire hospitality guest 

experience, they’re crafting an impossible-to-ignore business 

case to gain buy-in from top-level leadership. At the simplest 

level, they’re talking to business leaders—from department 

directors to executives—in terms they understand, speaking 

about the goals and metrics they care about.

How do you demonstrate  
the value of contact center 
analytics to business leaders?

YET THE  
CHALLENGE 
REMAINS >  
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By connecting contact center analytics insights with high-level challenges and goals across the business,  
contact center leaders can elevate the contact center as a powerful driver of business value.

8 STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

8 PROVEN STRATEGIES: 

Leveraging contact center analytics to solve the hospitality 
industry’s top challenges
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we uncover customer pain points  
as quickly as possible?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to monitor trends  
and spot potential issues in near-real time.

IDENTIFY CUSTOMER ISSUES  

IN NEAR-REAL TIME

1
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
The hospitality industry has maintained strong growth for the past 
decade, but as that growth levels off, competition is heating up. 
Connected consumers have a wide range of options literally at their 
fingertips—not just for where they stay, but in how they book (directly 
via phone or web, through online travel agencies, etc.). Encountering 
friction or frustration anywhere in the search, evaluation or booking 
process can lead them to quickly abandon a transaction and look 
elsewhere. Mistakes happen, and customers will always find things to 
be frustrated about, but hotels must be able to identify and address 
these issues as quickly as possible to minimize the loss of loyalty, 
reputation and revenue.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Powerful contact center analytics can reveal trending topics and 
keywords in near-real time. Trend monitoring enables contact center, 
guest services and customer experience leaders to spot potential 
issues as soon as customers begin mentioning them. Hotels can take 
immediate action to address problems such as inadequate information 
on website, a malfunctioning booking platform or an issue accepting 
a specific form of payment—before they lose any more business and 
customer good will.

EXAMPLE USE CASE:  
FIXING A “BROKEN” COUPON CODE
An independent hotel franchise group leveraged contact 

center analytics to identify an issue with a seasonal 

promotion requiring a coupon code for redemption. The 

organization partnered with a popular online travel agency 

(OTA), allowing customers to redeem the promotion whether 

booking directly or through the OTA. However, contact center 

leaders soon notice that “coupon code not working” was 

rising to the top of their trends. Diving into specific customer 

interactions revealed that the coupon code was working 

properly on the direct booking platform, but was not working 

on the OTA site. With a quick call to the OTA, the issue was 

resolved and the seasonal promotion delivered positive 

results for the hotel group.

IDENTIFY CUSTOMER ISSUES  

IN NEAR-REAL TIME

1
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we ensure a seamless guest experience 
from booking through check-out?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to predict guest 
preferences and needs.

DELIVER SEAMLESS,

END-TO-END
CONVENIENCE

2
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
It’s no surprise that guests expect hospitality businesses to recognize 
them and cater to their unique preferences—it’s the hospitality 
business, after all. To succeed, hospitality businesses first need to 
find a way of collecting, integrating and analyzing customer data in 
near-real time to create a dynamic portrait of each guest. Second, 
they must connect this guest insight across all guest interaction points. 
Customers expect it to be easy to find and book the exact experience 
they want. They want check-in to be fast and painless, with minimal 
human interaction. And should an issue arise during their stay or 
experience, they expect a representative to recognize and anticipate 
their needs. More than anything, guests don’t want to “start over” 
at each touch point—they don’t want to have to repeat their needs, 
requests and preferences in each interaction.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Building out a contact center analytics strategy allows your business to 
capture deep customer insights from the moment they first reach out 
to the contact center with a question or a concern. Mining a repository 
of all guest interactions—calls, emails and chats—can not only provide 
insights into customer pain points and booking barriers, but can also 
drive a more personalized guest experience. Agents can streamline 
the booking experience by predicting preferences based on previous 
interactions. Front desk staff can leverage information gathered in 
the contact center to welcome the guest with exactly what they’re 
expecting. If a guest reaches out regarding an issue during the stay, 
all these insights are automatically accessible to the representative, 
ensuring a simple, fast resolution that never requires guests to  
repeat themselves.

EXAMPLE USE CASE:  
PREDICTING GUEST NEEDS AND  
PREFERENCES THROUGHOUT THEIR STAY
A large casino leveraged a contact center analytics solution 

to create comprehensive guest profiles, viewable to all 

contact center representatives and guest services staff. By 

pulling together data from guests’ previous stays—booking 

info, special requests, even in-room purchases like room 

service and on-demand media—representatives can readily 

provide predictive service. For example, representatives can 

anticipate what type of room a guest prefers, which in-room 

amenities they want and more.

DELIVER SEAMLESS,

END-TO-END
CONVENIENCE

2
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we make the most of our cross-sell  
and upsell opportunities?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to predict upsell 
opportunities—and learn from missed opportunities.

OPTIMIZE

CROSS-SELLING
AND UPSELLING

3
$
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
In the age of OTAs, direct bookings continue to decline—robbing 
hospitality businesses of a valuable sales channel. It’s more important 
than ever to make the most of the direct booking opportunities you do 
get. But with savvy customers, businesses need to ensure that cross-
sell and upsell pitches are positioned to add value that meets a guest’s 
specific needs or preferences.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Best-in-class analytics solutions enable the contact center to create 
a list of keywords and phrases that identify cross-sell and upsell 
opportunities. Agents and supervisors can review calls involving 
successful sales conversions, as well as missed opportunities—and 
use this insight to drive training that transforms contact center agents 
into skilled sales representatives capable of delivering the natural, 
consultative service customers respond to.

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
BUILDING CUSTOMIZED UPSELL OFFERS  
WITH PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
A major hotel chain created a centralized guest profile that 

brings together data from previous stays, including in-stay 

purchases. Their analytics and advanced reporting tools 

can help agents recommend upsell packages based on the 

guest’s preferred services and amenities.

3
$OPTIMIZE

CROSS-SELLING
AND UPSELLING
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
Where can we strengthen our brand and establish 
sustainable advantages in the marketplace?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to understand how 
customers receive your brand—and your competition.

EVALUATE

YOUR  
COMPETITION

4
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
Online and mobile platforms put a huge range of options at customers’ 
fingertips—and makes price-driven decision-making the most prevalent 
customer strategy. To shift the conversation from price to value and 
begin establishing loyalty, hospitality businesses need to find new 
ways to stand out in overcrowded markets. But in order to stand out in 
sustainable ways, businesses first need to know what everyone else is 
doing—and how their brand measures up to the competition.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Analytics tools can reveal what customers view as the unique or 
differentiating elements of your brand. Analytics can recognize the 
mention of competing brands in customer interactions, painting a 
picture of where your brand lives in the market space—its relative 
strengths and weaknesses compared to the competition. The 
organization can use these voice-of-the-customer insights to define 
their brand and strategically focus on competitive differentiators that 
they know resonate with their audience.

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
USING KEY PHRASES TO EVALUATE  
BRAND STRENGTH
Using analytics across a variety of channels, a hospitality 

business can search for key phrases tied to their own brand 

messaging and that of key competitors. Across tens of 

thousands of interactions, the organization can identify which 

elements of their and their competitors’ brands resonate most 

deeply. They can even dive deeper to look at brand strength 

by region, age, service line and other demographics.

EVALUATE

YOUR
COMPETITION

4
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we maximize the ROI of our marketing efforts?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to evaluate the 
impact of marketing messages and zero in on targets.

REFINE

MARKETING  
STRATEGY

5
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
No matter the sector, businesses today must be expert marketers. 
They must stay one step ahead of ad-savvy consumers and on top 
of emerging marketing channels. Unlike many businesses, hospitality 
companies typically serve a customer base that spans a wide range of 
demographics. This adds to the complex challenge of understanding 
how to effectively target marketing messages to make sure you’re 
getting the most from your marketing budget.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Comprehensive contact center analytics enables the marketing 
department to conduct ongoing, near-real time market research at 
an exceptionally low cost. They can hear straight from guests and 
potential guests about what works, what doesn’t, what they like and 
what they don’t like. This gives marketing teams the agility to quickly 
adapt their target audience profile in near-real time, adjusting existing 
campaigns and informing future efforts so they reach the  
right customers, through the right channels, at the right time—the  
holy trinity of marketing.

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
TRACKING THE SUCCESS OF A MULTI-CHANNEL 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN IN NEAR-REAL TIME
A hospitality corporation launching a large, multi-channel 

brand campaign leveraged contact center analytics to directly 

track the reach and impact of their campaign. The marketing 

team tracked which specific channels were most successful, 

and looked in-depth at which messaging and calls-to-action 

corresponded with the most contact center interactions.  

Data even revealed specific regions or demographics where 

the campaign performed particularly well, or notably below 

average.

REFINE

MARKETING
STRATEGY

5
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KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How do we improve our online ratings and mitigate the 
risk of bad reviews?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to identify trending 
topics and quickly respond to negative reviews.

WIN

THE REVIEW
AND RATINGS GAME

6
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
Online ratings and reviews are now the top driver of guest decision-
making in the hospitality industry. However, while these platforms have 
opened the feedback floodgates, these channels exist outside the 
traditional feedback loop for hospitality businesses. The challenge 
is how to tune into the conversations happening on ratings and 
review platforms—to prevent or mitigate the devastating impact of 
bad reviews, and to actively take steps to improve ratings and drive 
positive reviews.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Best-in-class contact center analytics solutions can now integrate 
emerging channels—including social media, online review sites 
and mobile apps—with traditional customer interaction channels. 
This ensures contact centers are getting the full story of customer 
feedback. Powerful analytics tools can automatically extract actionable 
insights from this rich data stream, identifying trending topics that are 
both good and bad. This integrated analytics strategy also empowers 
marketing and PR teams to engage in conversations in near-real time 
to mitigate negative impacts and elevate positive reviews.

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
LISTENING TO EXTERNAL CHANNELS  
FOR PR INSIGHTS
One large hospitality business is currently pulling data 

from two online review sites and three major social media 

channels into its contact center analytics platform. The 

analytics engine quickly alerts the PR team to critical issues 

in near-real time, while giving the marketing team powerful 

insights about what customers love—and don’t love.

WIN

THE REVIEW
AND RATINGS GAME
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8 STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
Where can we add amenities and make improvements 
that will have the greatest impact?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to identify unmet 
guest needs and requests.

IDENTIFY HIGH-RETURN

IMPROVEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

7 $
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
Hospitality businesses know that adding amenities often adds value. 
But with all the options for added amenities, which ones will bring the 
greatest return? Moreover, which amenities do your guests want that 
you currently don’t deliver? Which will they pay for—and how much?

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Today’s advanced contact center analytics tools allow business leaders 
to mine all guest interaction data based on specific keywords. This 
creates a list of which amenities guests are talking about the most. 
These tools can even analyze the context and tone of conversations 
to help you identify which amenities customers expect for free—and 
which they’ll happily pay a premium for. 

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
USING KEYWORDS TO FIND WHERE TO PUT YOUR 
MONEY—AND WHERE YOUR GUESTS WILL
A growing hospitality chain examined all guest interaction 

data for keywords around “wifi” to determining how guests 

felt about the current offering. Analytics quickly showed them 

that guests wanted faster wifi speeds—but also that guests 

were more than willing to pay for this upgraded service.

IDENTIFY HIGH-RETURN

IMPROVEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

7 $
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8 STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 
How can we ensure compliance with data security and 
other regulatory requirements?

PROVEN STRATEGY: 
Leverage contact center analytics to drive adherence; 
dive into call recording and interaction data to rapidly 
respond to suspected fraud.

ENHANCING

COMPLIANCE &
MITIGATING RISK

8 !
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WHY IT’S CRITICAL:
Contact centers are subject to increasingly strict regulatory compliance 
requirements—from what agents can and cannot say, to how agents 
(and software) handle sensitive customer information. Failing to 
proactively ensure compliance puts the organization at risk for costly 
fines and even more costly data security incidents. In the event of a 
suspected (or confirmed) security incident, not having the tools and 
strategy in place to respond quickly can allow the damage to rapidly 
spiral out of control.

HOW THE CONTACT CENTER CAN HELP:
Contact center analytics provides complete visibility into what agents 
are saying (or not saying) from a compliance/adherence perspective. 
Using sophisticated speech analytics tools, an organization can 
automate compliance monitoring, tracking script adherence and 
identifying the use of disallowed language to flag high-risk interactions. 
Best-in-class analytics solutions also offer manual and automatic 
pause-and-resume functionality that simplifies compliance with PCI 
guidelines for the storing of credit card and financial information. If 
fraud or a data security incident should occur, comprehensive call 
recording and review tools give security leaders the tools to quickly 
conduct a forensic investigation, helping to identify the source of the 
issue and limit the damage.

EXAMPLE USE CASE: 
LEVERAGING AUTO-PAUSE TO  
SIMPLIFY PCI COMPLIANCE
To avoid the hefty fine for accidentally recording sensitive 

PCI-protected information (credit card numbers) during 

customer calls, one large hotel chain uses the auto-pause 

feature offered by a best-in-class contact center analytics 

solution. When a service representative accesses a 

particular screen or field, the audio and screen recording is 

automatically paused, and when the agent leaves that screen 

or field, the recording automatically resumes. The hotel has 

enabled assured PCI compliance—without adding any burden 

to agents.

ENHANCING

COMPLIANCE &
MITIGATING RISK

8 !
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TRANSFORM
MOVE YOUR CONTACT CENTER FORWARD

Own the guest experience—turn the contact center into a business intelligence hub
The guest experience has always been paramount in hospitality. But increasing competition and rising guest expectations make 

the challenge greater and more complex than ever. More and more hospitality businesses are realizing that the answers they 

need already exist—they’re just buried in the rapidly expanding data streams pouring into their contact centers. 

With the right analytics solution in place, forward-thinking hospitality organizations are unlocking these insights and finally 

using the true voice of the customer to drive guest-centric outcomes across the entire business—from sales to marketing to 

risk and compliance. By implementing just a few of the strategies discussed in this ebook, a hospitality business can begin 

making use of the incredible wealth of business insights hiding in plain sight—transforming the contact center from a cost center 

to a business intelligence hub that delivers actionable insights, solves key challenges and enables next-generation guest 

experiences across the organization.
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To learn more about how Calabrio’s comprehensive contact center suite is revolutionizing the way organizations  
engage their customers, visit Calabrio.com.

The clean and simple way 
to capture every customer 

voice—across every 
channel. Create a unified 

view of the customer, 
see the big picture with 
new clarity and leverage 

comprehensive voice-of-the-
customer data to drive key 

business objectives.

Highly automated and 
efficient evaluation of 

100% of your customer 
interactions. Shorten 

feedback loops and target 
training to drive better 

agent performance that 
directly improves customer 

satisfaction.

Smart forecasting, 
scheduling and admin tools 

that drive elevated WFM 
strategies. Efficiently predict 

and respond to dynamic 
customer call volume 

and deliver a consistently 
outstanding contact center 

experience.  

Sophisticated speech and 
text analytics engines that 
harness the voice of the 
customer—and intuitive 

outputs that bring that data 
to life. Leverage predictive 
and prescriptive insights 
to deliver value to sales, 

marketing, IT, product 
development and business 

development teams.

Amazingly integrated 
reporting and analytics tools 
that integrate customer and 
business data from across 

the organization. Break 
down data silos, eliminate 
tedious reporting, visualize 
critical metrics and see the 

full story your data tells.

Calabrio helps contact centers move forward
Calabrio delivers a complete suite of best-in-class software that helps contact centers in every sector meet critical challenges and 
deliver new business value.

Call 
Recording

Quality
Management

Workforce
Management

Calabrio 
Analytics

Advanced 
Reporting

http://www.calabrio.com

